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Tools for Your Webinar
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What are Your Goals for Your
Students this School Year?
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How Will You Ensure that Your
Student Experiences Will Lead
to Reaching that Goal?

Reflection and/or Quick Write
(Consolidation, Offload and Retrieval)

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
This session is about you.
When you change, your
students will change.

_____________________

1. Gratitude:
To whom am I
grateful and why?
2. Resource:
What one strength
am I am proud of?
3. Optimism:
What am I most
looking forward to?
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Expectations

Success Set-Up

Rapid Catch Up Tools

Manage
Myself

Implementation

Let’s Simplify…

A–B–C
1. Acquire a clear approach
2. Buy-in for the value/need of it
3. Committed clear path for your
growth with a habit-building plan

Best FREE Resources for You to
Succeed in This Challenge
ü Choosing Core Content to Teach:

www.achievethecore.org/page/1118/coherence-map

ü Get 12 Free Equity Builder Tools:
www.jensenlearning.com/equity-resources

ü Acceleration Plan Checklists:

www.tntp.org/assets/covid-19-toolkit-resources/TNTPLearning-Acceleration-Guide-Updated-Nov-2020.pdf

Tools for Rapid Catch-Up
q Goals/Expectations
(Your Mindset)

q Success Set-Up
(Planning & Preparation)

q Ensure Goals are Reached
(Assess, Feedback & Modify)

q Managing Myself and
Implementation
(When I change, others can too.)

Expectations
1. Do you have high
expectations for
your students to
reach proficiency?
Yes! • Sort of • Not Really

2. What % goal would
you ideally like to
reach _____?
3. And what % do you
realistically expect

to happen ____?
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Academic Goal for This Year:

Benson, B. (2020). The Cognitive Bias CodeX. Humans have over 175 different cognitive biases.
Accessed at: medium.com/better-humans/cognitive-bias-cheat-sheet-55a472476b18.

AlKhars M, Evangelopoulos N, Pavur R, Kulkarni S. (2019). Cognitive biases resulting from the representativeness
heuristic in operations management: an experimental investigation. Psychol Res Behav Manag. 10, 263-276.

“100% of Students Reach (or exceed)
Grade-level Proficiency”

BIASES

Distort our
perception

(but they also
save us time!)

Examples of 5 Common Biases;
There are Over 175 in All
1. Confirmation bias: tendency to see anything that
confirms what you already believe in (“Yes! This example
tells you exactly what I was saying earlier.”)
2. Blind spot bias: inability to notice weaknesses (“I would
know it if I had blind spots or those cognitive biases.”)
3. Bandwagon effect: we join what many others are doing
(“Ten other schools are doing this in our state; let’s do it!”)
4. Familiarity bias: if you have already heard of an idea
before, it is easier to dismiss ("This idea's as old as my
grandma. We've all heard it before; we should move on.")
5. Stereotype bias: judging others by their SES, gender, or
the ethnic group they are in ("That kid is like the rest of
those _________ - ________. Not a drop of motivation.")

For You, the Qs Might Be…
“Is it even possible…?”
q …for brains to change that
quickly?
q …and have other schools
already done this?
q …if our population is mostly
from poor families?
q …for our own school to
make these goals happen?
q …to get students of color
to accelerate learning?

Examples of How Biases Work
v True story: a sassy, back-talking African
American girl from poverty is in school. She
grows up in poverty, becomes addicted to
drugs, and then drops out of high school.
v What biases may have played out? That
might start out as an example of a deficit
mindset and adding stereotype biases.
v Next, add your confirmation bias that says,
“That's what I would have expected for her with
a serious attitude and drug problem." That bias
becomes a narrative about outspoken girls,
drugs, and dropouts. The stories begin!

This public
school in San
Diego has
100% of the
kids from
families of
poverty.
The demographics are 60% Hispanic,
40% other demographics (AfricanAmerican, Anglo, Asian)
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You Pick an Answer…

a) 18%
b) 29%
c) 42%
d) 77%
e) 95%

“What % of the seniors of this 100%
poverty school will go on to college?

Are Students
from Poverty
“Broken” or
Have Some
Kind of Deficit?
Ø State academic ranking is #9 (out of 10,400+
schools) and the national ranking has been a
top 100 school for 10 straight years.
Ø Every year, 95-100% of the students go to college.
What’s different? Staff who expect success.

Your Expectations Influence Effort
Because When You Believe in Them,
Your Students then Believe that…
v They can climb
higher than before
v There is less
chance they’ll fail
v The students are
confident; they know
you’ll help if they
struggle

Rosenthal, R. and Jacobson, L. (1968) Pygmalion in the classroom: teacher
expectation and pupils’ intellectual development, New York: Holt: Rinehart

A Principal told me...
“How many
successful
schools does it
take to believe?
If it takes more
than one, maybe
you just don’t
want to believe.”
From one who has “earned the right” to say so.
Dr. Lionel Allen, former principal of Urban Prep

My most
recent
class was
a study
skills
class from
2 – 3:45 pm.
Check out
the focus
states of
the kids.
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The under-achieving,
sassy (‘no potential’)
high school dropout was
Whoopi Goldberg. She
later became one of only
14 in entertainment
history to have won the
"Big Four" entertainment
awards: Oscar, Grammy,
Emmy and Tony Award.
You can add the Golden
Globe, plus 27 Emmy nominations. Be
honest; wouldn’t you have rather been one
of her teachers that believed in her 100%?
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Do High Expectation Interventions Work?

Biases Engaged

Shortcuts
Taken

Narratives &
Stories Shared

Meaning
is Made

Identity is
Modified

Habits are
Formed

vTeachers (N = 84) were randomly assigned to either
intervention or control groups.
vThe intervention group planned new practices to
introduce to their classrooms that were modeled by
successful high expectation teachers.
vThe researchers visited the teachers on three
further occasions to support implementation.
vStudents in the classes of the intervention group
significantly raised math achievement over 1 yr.
(vs. those from control group teachers).
vIntervention staff reported high levels of satisfaction
with their changed practices.
Winston. Rubie-Davies, C. M., Peterson, E. R., Sibley, C. G., & Rosenthal, R. (2015).A teacher expectation intervention:
Modelling the practices of high expectation teachers. Contemporary Ed. Psych. 40, 72-85.

Academic Goal for This Year:

How to Raise Your Expectations

“100% of Students Reach (or exceed)
Grade-level Proficiency”

1. Stop Looking for Potential; they’ve got it! Labeled
as “lazy and unmotivated”: Steve Jobs, Oprah Winfrey,
Bill Gates, Richard Branson, Ellen DeGeneres and
millions more.
2. Be Explicit and Tell Them: Look at and say to your
students, “I don’t care how you’ve done in the past.
My job is to help you succeed. You can absolutely
become anybody or do anything you want in life. I
believe in you 100%.”
3. Engage with empathy: Give ALL of your students
more time to answer questions, more specific
feedback, and more approval. Consistently nod
and smile at your kids more often. Don't offer advice
or opinions – just be empathic and listen.
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How to Raise Your Expectations
4. Mind Experiment: Change how you react to
challenging behaviors. Realize that their behavior
might just be a way of reaching out to you. What if
this student ends up changing the world?
5. Connect with students outside of your role as
teacher. Let them tell you about hobbies or
passions in mediums in which they prefer: music,
video, writing, etc. Give them share time.
6. Role Model High Expectations: Choose a gutsy
BIG goal, a 90 day and weekly goal. Share your
weekly ups, downs, and successes w/ your kids.

Expectations

Success Set-Up

Reflection and Quick Write
Response to biases, stories, identities, or effect sizes?

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

How to Raise Your Expectations
1. Stop looking for potential; it’s already there
(maybe this is about what you expect of yourself)
2. Be explicit and tell them they will succeed
(tell them you believe in their success 100%)

Rapid Catch Up Tools

Manage
Myself

Implementation

Take Charge! Stack the Deck
(in favor of your students’ success)
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

High expectations
Preparation
Know your effect
Watch your biases
Focus on positive stories
Communications
Resources
Core grade level content
Follow up on gaps fast
Celebrations

3. Engage with empathy
(maybe your connection will fuel a fire in others)

4. Mind experiment; what if they’re reaching out?
(many kids lack the skills to ask for help)
5. Invest time outside of your role as teacher
(in the hallway, at a sporting event, or w/ parents)
6. Role model high expectations and share them
(students will see you as more authentic)

Tools for Rapid Catch-Up
ü Goals/Expectations
q Success Set-Up
q Ensure Goals are Reached
q Managing Myself and
Implementation
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Which of These Below Can You Influence and Which Are Fixed?
Circle “I” or “F”

Plan Your Approach…

I / F Ensure students and families have the resources they need
to meaningfully engage in school learning (space, devices,
internet, etc.)
I / F Increase student success with higher effect size strategies
I / F Parents and students feel like authentic partners in this
process
I / F Influence the buy-in and relevance within each student
I / F Every student feels like they belong in your rich academic
culture
I / F Students feel like the content is challenging and worth learning
I / F We take the time we need to do this task
I / F There is equitable access to grade-level instruction and
assignments
I / F We can improve our own mindsets and student intelligence
I / F We have strong equitable instruction and assessment

Success
Set-Up
(use the “Big 4” secrets)

Success
Set-Up
1. Know your effect;
use every precious minute
2. Focus on the core curriculum
3. Affirm your joy in having
them and that they belong in your group
4. Movement, gestures, and energizers often
5. Be enthusiastic, never (ever) a complainer
and ensure you answer the 4 student Qs
6. Affirm you are their ally and engage with
your support with daily identity affirmations

Thompson, B. (2007). Effect sizes, confidence intervals, and confidence intervals for effect sizes. Psychology in the Schools,
44, 423-432. Thompson, B. (2008). Computing and interpreting effect sizes, confidence intervals, and confidence intervals for
effect sizes. In J. Osborne (Ed.), Best practices in quantitative methods (pp. 246-262). Newbury Park, CA: Sage.

S ource: https://tntp.org/covid-19-school-response-toolkit.

Where Do We Start? How Can We
Accelerate the Student Learning?

Effect Sizes on Student Learning

0.14 ES
Good
Job!”

ES for 2
Yrs. Gain
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Your Mission? Stay with the
Core Grade Level Content

Extract and Teach
What Matters Most
v Every subject, every grade level
has core underlying premises,
content and skills.
v Design your lessons with ONLY
the core that’s outlined for you.
v Keep the pace active; know
where your students are at
daily.

achievethecore.org/page/3267/2020-21-priority-instructional-contentin-english-language-arts-literacy-and-mathematics

Dr. Hattie? Broad Approaches
Dr. Marzano? Specific Strategies
Dr. Hattie’s Top Strategies
www.evidencebasedteaching.org.au/evidence-basedteaching-strategies/

What Does an Effect Size
of 1.0 Mean to You?
Ø Advances achievement by two
calendar years; improving the rate
of learning by 50%
Ø Students receiving the intervention
averaged 84% higher than students
NOT receiving the intervention

Dr. Marzano’s Top Strategies

Ø Equal to one full standard deviation
- a two-grade leap (e.g. from C to A)

www.marzanoresources.com/research/database

What Works Well in Teaching
Underserved Populations

(pause and backfill the gaps)

achievethecore.org/page/3267/2020-21-priority-instructional-contentin-english-language-arts-literacy-and-mathematics

Effect Sizes on Achievement

Identify the “Stumbles”

1.0 = Two Years of Growth

1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

1.37
High
Challenge
& High
Engagement

0.74
Strong
Relationships

0.61
Encourages
Higher
Order of
Thinking

0.0
SAMPLE: Located 119 studies from 1,450 findings with 355,325 students from 2,439 schools.
SOURCE: Smith, Baker, Hattie & Bond (2008); Cornelius-White, J (2007). Learner-Centered Teacher-Student
Relationships Are Effective: A Meta-Analysis. Review of Educational Research, 77,113-143.
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Affirm the Joy!
üOpen your class with a smile, a positive
greeting, upbeat attitude, zero complaints, and
zero excuses (about anything).
ü“Welcome! It became a great
day when YOU joined us…”
then add an affirmation.
üUse nonverbals (eyes wide open,
hands up to face to help communicate
your message).

Do Positive Class Emotions Matter?
At the end of first grade, atrisk students placed in firstgrade classrooms offering
strong instructional and
emotional support had
achievement scores and
student-teacher relationships
equal to their higher SES
peers. But at-risk students
placed with low emotional
and instructional support
teachers improved very little.
Hamre BK, Pianta RC. (2005) Can instructional and emotional support in the first-grade classroom make a
difference for children at risk of school failure? Child Dev. 2005 Sep-Oct;76(5):949-67

Amor Fati

Latin for
“love of fate”

Is “Amor Fati” for You?
v This philosophy invites you to embrace
every moment (no matter how challenging),
even if it was not your first choice.
v The reframe is that, like oxygen to a fire,
obstacles and adversity become fuel for
you to rise to your higher potential.
v Lean into the situation and play the
“cards” that you’re given.
v In this manner, you are choosing life over
constant complaining and feeling a victim.

Energy Management
Strategies: ES = 1.51
üDestressing = slower
movements, stretch,
purposeful breathing,
tense & release
üEnergizing = faster
movement, walk,
mimic, dance, and
move quickly

Erwin, H, Fedewa, A, Beighle, A & Ahn, S. (2012): A Quantitative
Review of Physical Activity, Health, and Learning Outcomes
Associated With Classroom-Based Physical Activity Interventions,
Journal of Applied School Psychology, 28, 14-36
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1. “Is my teacher an ally?” (Or an
adversary)?
2. “Does my teacher truly believe that I
can succeed in class?”
3. “Will I be respected?” (Is my voice
heard and the class relevant to me?)
4. “Do I belong in an academically
challenging, diverse class?” (Am I safe?)

3 Layers of Relationships
1. Courtesy (using
student's name, plus
“Please” & “Thank you”)
2 Support (you
build skills and
new content with extra
personal help, plus you
know personal situations)
3. Ally (you take risks
and "go to bat" for
the student, help with
scholarships, personal
issues, and you talk with
parents, etc.)

1-Courtesy
“good”
2- Support
“better”
3- An Ally
“best”

Farrington, C. A., Roderick, M., Allensworth, E. A., Nagaoka, J., Johnson, D. W., Keyes, T. S., & Beechum, N. (2012).
Teaching Adolescents to Become Learners: The Role of Noncognitive Factors in Academic Performance.

BIG Student Qs to Get
Answered by Their Teacher

You Have More to Do with
Student Energy than You Thought
v Some students wait months
to get these Qs answered
v Never make students guess
about your intentions
v Some Qs get answered
poorly (and the students put
out less effort)
v Say it out loud; be explicit (so
there’s zero confusion or
doubt)

Be an Ally (not an Adversary)
Here are 3 Engagers to Use
ü “I am SO glad to have you in my class. I’ll
do everything in my power to ensure that you
succeed. If that sounds good, say, ‘I’m all in!’”
ü “I struggled as a student. But a special
teacher helped me succeed. I’ll be that
teacher for you and maybe your best ever.
If you like that idea, say, ‘Oh yeah!’”
ü “I promise you’ll get an A or B in my class
IF you help one other student get an A or B. If
you’re all in, raise your hand and say, ‘Yes!’”
(Use a written 1-page contract for this deal.)

Identity Statement Options
v “I am a joyful, inclusive teacher.”
v “I am a confident teacher focused on
clarity and bursting with high expectations.”
v “I have the best attitude in the classroom
because I am the role model. I embrace
‘Amor Fati’ every day.”
v “I am an ally for and believe in every
student in my class.”
Read these until this identity is fully realized in you…3-6 months

We believe.
We are the growing scholars of _____ (school name here).
We will face and defeat any obstacle before us.
We are exceptional because we work hard, learn from our
mistakes and keep getting better.
We seize the moment; our future is unlimited.
We are dedicated, committed, and focused.
We succeed because we persist and avoid excuses.
We foster empathy, politeness, and kindness.
We respect ourselves and, in doing so, respect all others.
We take care of our physical, emotional, and mental health.
We embrace our responsibility to family and community.
We believe in our capacity to make it a better world.
We believe.
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Success
Set-Up
1. Know your effect;
use every precious minute
2. Focus on the core curriculum
3. Affirm your joy in having them and
that they belong in your group
4. Movement, gestures, and energizers often
5. Be enthusiastic, never (ever) be a complainer;
answer the 4 student Qs with “amor fati”
6. Affirm you are their ally and engage with your
support with daily identity affirmations

Reflection and Quick Write
What was Either New or Valuable to Me?

_____________________

Expectations

Success Set-Up

Rapid Catch Up Tools

Manage
Myself

Implementation

How Will I Ensure That My
Students’ Experiences Will Lead
to Reaching Our Goal?

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Tools for Follow-Up

Begin 2 Habits: one personal
and one professional
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C oncourse V illage E lem entary S chool in the B ronx, V anguard A cadem y netw ork in S outh Texas and others

Build a Toolbox of “Just in Time”
Paths for Catch-up Success
v Get a clear understanding of what students
have learned and what they haven’t (use
quality diagnostic assessments)
v Increase pre-learning for targeted areas;
quick YouTube video or documentary
v There may be more potential small group
instruction or after school sessions used
v Acceleration to catch-up is being used
successfully in schools around the country

Ensure Goals
are Reached

Tools for Rapid Catch-Up
ü Goals/Expectations
ü Success Set-Up
q Ensure Goals are Reached
q Managing Myself and
Implementation

Embrace Your
3 Power Tools
1. Accelerated Learning
Start small and go quickly
2. Engagement
Relevance and buy-in
3. Fabulous Feedback
Build self-confidence

1. Attentional bias:
use 3 hard-wired tools
2. Meaning-making:
w/ cultural relevancy
3. Chunking: Use chunks of
3-10’ w/ energizer breaks
4. Make it Emotional:
pleasure or fear of loss
5. Use the body: gestures
and movement are ideal
6. Feedback & Retrieval:
use specific, actionable
tools w/ spaced retrieval
7. Micro-Celebrations

Accelerated
Learning:
7 Tools
You Can
Use

Immediate
Success Builds
Confidence
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ANCHOR CHARTS:

Four Learning Steps

What Students Can Do to Fix Learning Gaps

q Construct & Prep the process

Ask more Qs in class
Retrieval practice
Summarize the learning daily
Preview learning before class
Work closer with a study buddy
Create a mind map/graphic
organizer of the content
ü Ask the teacher for specific help
ü Look up difficult things
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

q Chunk the learning
(into micro bites of 3-7 min. ea.)

q Challenge the processing
(w/ Qs, organizers, act it out & peer
teaching)

q Check for understanding
(error correct, practice retrieval & celebrate)

üIt gives students a
feeling of being worthy,
listened to, honored,
and respected.
üThey also feel a bit more in control
because there is more of their input
and “heart and soul” in the class.
üIn schools that struggle, student voice
is commonly an issue (“I’m not heard”).

a) Personality
b) Reading ability
c) Hopefulness
d) Intelligence
e) Math scores
f) Previous academic
achievement

Day, L, Hanson, K, Maltby, J & Proctor, V, 2010). Hope uniquely predicts objective academic achievement above
intelligence, personality, and previous academic achievement. Journal of Research in Personality 44, 550-553

Which Factor Predicts Objective
Student Academic Achievement?

Q uaglia S chool V oice N ational R eport 2016. A ccessed at:

http://quagliainstitute.org/qisva/library/listing.do?id=12

Why Student Voice?

(voice, hope, video, story or metaphor)

Hope Changes Everything
Eugene Lang provided no
skills or knowledge for 61
sixth graders at P.S. 121
in East Harlem, New York,
(his alma mater, and where
< 25% were graduating from
high school.) All he gave was
hope. If they graduated from
high school 6 years later, he’d
pay for their college education.
Of that class > 90% went to college. His project
expanded to 160 districts. Now, over 60,000
students have gotten college scholarships. Does
hope make a difference?
Hope is life-changing; can you foster it?

College Costs Have Dropped
Still think a degree is
too expensive for your
students? Think again.

How about a Tuition-Free, Accredited,
Non-Profit, Online University?

https://www.uopeople.edu
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What is Tuition-Free?

You pay only an application
fee and an assessment fee for
each course completed.
Scholarships are available for
those in need. This University
was founded in 2009 and has
been recognized world-wide
as a “Game-Changer.”
Choose Your Right Degree In:
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

A.A.
B.A.
B.S.
M.S.
M.Ed.

Give Hope, Every Single Day

Simone Biles, Olympic Gold
Medalist, Student

Discover Degree Programs in:
ü
ü
ü
ü

Education
Health Science
Business Administration
Computer Science

Shane Teaches a Coding Club

• “That positive attitude will
get you pretty far.”
• “I knew you could do that!
Let’s talk about your
future!”
• “I think you’ll be ready for
the next step pretty soon.”
• “When you go to college,
or whatever awesome job
you choose,…”

Help Students Learn Computer
Coding (with Free or Cheap Apps)
ü Code.org free courses blend online, self-guided,
and self-paced tutorials with “unplugged” activities.
ü Tynker empowers kids to become code writers. It is
all in a game-like (grades 3-12) format.
ü LightBot is for students grades 6-12. It uses a
visual programming language to move through
various levels. The “lite” version is free.
ü Swift Playgrounds (from Apple) Uses a game
format, it is fun! www.apple.com/swift/playgrounds

Starting Salary for Software Developers

Pay? Google, LinkedIn & Apple all start at $120K - $124K/yr. Other
firms (Facebook, HO, Cisco, IBM, Cisco Systems, Microsoft, Citrix,
Oracle, Amazon, Qualcomm) start at $106-$120K/yr.

1. Supportive relationships
2. Quick, small successes
3. Positive role models
4. Affirmations by authorities
5. Setting and reaching goals
6. Compelling personalized vision
7. Perception that it’s getting better
8. Faith and pictures of those who made it
9. Cheap/free college tuition/career options

Susana C. Marques, Shane J. Lopez & J. L. Pais-Ribeiro (2011). “Building Hope for the Future”: A
Program to Foster Strengths in Middle-School Students. Journal of Happiness Studies.12,139–152.

Do you know coding
can be taught to any
school age child,
including K-3? Are you
aware most coding
apps are cheap or
free? Do you offer a
course or club to teach
coding?

Factors that Can Foster Hope
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When You Teach, Do This

6-8

SWITCH TASKS

8-12
min.

9-12

Tools for Supporting the
Memory of New Content
Cook SW, Yip TK, Goldin-Meadow S. (2012).
Bower 1987), (Di Vesta et al. 1979) and (Stahl 1994).

K-5

6-10
min.

SWITCH TASKS

4-8
min.

SWITCH TASKS

Limit content input! Go 4-8 min. at grades K-5,
then 6-10 min. at grades 6-8, and 8-12 min. at 9-12

1. Say “When” for Notes
2. Gesturing
3. Priming
4. Do a quick, fun activity
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Effect sizes for
Agency: Teach Your
Students to SelfRegulate Learning!
üSelf-Efficacy ES = 0.90
(Hattie, JA & Donohue, GM. 2016)

üMetacognitive knowledge ES = 0.97
(Donker, AS, et al. 2013)
“Hands-Out Math”

High Challenge is Critical
Javier Velazquez teaches middle school
math in Chicago Public Schools. When he
started, only 35% of his kids were passing
math. Today, he closes in on 100% and he
gets 2-years worth of academic gains for
every year he teaches.
His classroom rigor is legendary. First, he creates a
classroom climate of safety so kids are willing to
contribute. He engages every student with rigorous
Qs every day. Most answers are met with a classic
Javier response such as, “Why is that?” “How would
you prove that?” “How does that tie in with…?” Wow!

üTeaching Self-regulation ES = 0.73
(Dignath, C, Buettner, G & Langfeldt, HP. 2008)

Reflection and Quick Write
What was Either New or Valuable to Me?

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Potential Brain-Builder Tools
q Graphic organizer to aid recall/meaning
q Quick confidence w/ learning challenge
q Accelerated Learning: 7 Tools You Can Use
q Post up Anchor charts (be specific)
q Use the Four-Step (4 Cs) learning resource
q Gesturing and using “hands out” math
q High challenge is critical
q Foster greater student agency with planning,
voice, success, confidence, and debrief time
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Why Go For Walks?
• Many students will talk more
while walking than seated
• It gives students a chance
to socialize and bond
• Many students get restless
from too much sitting
• Memory improves when
walking
• Walking releases useful
brain chemicals for learning
Schaefer, S., Lovden, M., W ieckhorst, B., & Lindenberger, U. (2010). Cognitive performance is improved

FEEDBACK
is one of
the
all-time
best
brain
builders
ever!

What is the Best of All Feedback?
When it is From Students to You!

What is it that these four students are
saying with their body language - giving
instant (free) feedback to the teacher?
(Each one is different!)

3M Feedback = 1.13
üMark:
“Where am I at right now?”
üMission:
“Where am I going?”
üMethod:
“What do I do next to
reach my goal?”
Wiliam, D. & Thompson, M. (2007) “Integrating Assessment with Instruction: What will it take to Make it Work?” In The Future of
Assessment: Shaping Teaching and Learning, edited by C.A. Dwyer. Mahwah, NJ.: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.

“S-E-A” Feedback = 0.74ES
ü Strategy:
“Did I use (or switch to) the
best strategy to succeed?”
ü Effort:
“Did I use enough effort?”
ü Attitude:
“Have I used positive self-talk and
the growth mindset for this task?”

M arzano, (1998) A Theory-B ased M eta -A nalysis of R esearch on Instruction.

Hattie, J.A., & Timperley, H. (2007). The power of feedback. Review of Educational Research, 77, 81-112.

while walking: Differences in cognitive-sensorimotor couplings between children and young adults.

Gather Student Feedback with
Friday “Teach Me” Class Sessions
Give 8-12 min.
a week for
students to
share what
you could
do better,
then use
one idea
Many Highly Effective Teachers Do This
each week!
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Which School-Based Factor
(when tested at age 5) is a Greater

Update Group Progress Weekly

two

J

?

three

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

four

Ramirez G, and Beilock SL. (2011) Writing about testing worries boosts exam
performance in the classroom. Science. Jan 14;331(6014):211-3

one

Scale: 1-5
(five high)

Potential Brain-Builder Tools

Reading scores
Working memory
Motivation level
Math scores
Positive attitude
Homework

Alloway, T, & Alloway, R. (2010). Investigating the predictive roles of working memory
and IQ in academic attainment. Journal of Experimental Child Psychology, 106, 20-29.

Predictor of Academic Success than IQ?
= EFFORT
= ATTITUDE
= SCORES

10 Minute Pre-Test Quick Write
Activity Boosts Scores 5-17%
“How do you feel about the upcoming test?”

Reflection and Quick Write
What was Either New or Valuable to Me?

_____________________
q Use 3 hard-wired motivators
q Engage daily routines that energize
and affirm
q Focus on feedback from body language,
SEA, 3M, Friday Teach Me + the data
q Foster better working memory
q Brief quick write before assessments
can de-stress students

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________
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Expectations

Success Set-Up

Reflection and Quick Write
Response to biases, stories, identities or effect sizes?

_____________________
Rapid Catch Up Tools

Manage
Myself

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Implementation

_____________________

Tools for Rapid Catch-Up
ü Goals/Expectations
ü Success Set-Up
ü Ensure Goals are Reached
q Managing Myself and
Implementation

Transfer Time!
Managing Myself
to Be My Best

Take what you
have learned
and ask
yourself how it
might apply to
your own job.

Which area of
your work, in
particular, can
you apply this
to and how
would you do it?
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Let’s Simplify…

Before You Invest Body/Mind/Spirit
Time with Others, Start with Yourself

A–B–C

ü Hydrate, stretch, exercise daily
ü Read identity affirmations (mind).
ü Eat less sugar & carbs. Eat more
healthy fats and proteins (body).
ü 10-20 min. of destress/stretching
www.doyogawithme.com
ü Add 1 new de-stress tool per
month.
ü Complain less, bring the joy, and
find the gratitude daily!

1. Acquire a clear, smart strategy
2. Buy-in for the value/need of it
3. Committed clear path for your
strategies with a “Plan B”

Stress is the Mismatch Between the
Effects of a Situation (or Person)
on You and Your Coping Tools
Building effective
coping tools is a
far more potent
success tool than
you wishing the
world around you
would change.
You are it!

is a Physiological Response

Maier SF & Watkins LR (2010). Role of the medial prefrontal
cortex in coping and resilience. Brain Res. 1355, 52-60.

This is the Critical Factor
The perception
of your
actionable
control over a
stressor is the
most potent
variable
modulating its
impact.
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Actionable Stress Reduction Tools
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Tiny Actions (switch 1 food out/mo.)
Write it Down for Later
1 Week Rule (your time frame)
Redirect Your Attention/Move On
Burn off Energy (play/work out)
Reframe the Experience
Mindfulness / Meditation
Talk it over with a Friend / Hugs
Foster a Stronger Identity

Choose From
3 Powerful
Habit Builders

Tools for Rapid Catch-Up
ü Goals/Expectations
ü Success Set-Up
ü Ensure Goals are Reached
ü Managing Myself and
Implementation

q Identity Affirmations
q C-B-R (Cue, Behavior with a
Plan B, and a Reward)
q Habit Stacking (new habit
follows existing one)
Lally, Phillippa, Jane Wardle, and Benjamin Gardner. “Experiences of habit formation: A
qualitative study.” Psychology, health & medicine 16.4 (2011): 484-489.

Select From These Identities Below

Intention = New Behavior
habit form ation.” H ealth P sychology R eview 7,137-158.

Lally, P hillippa, and B enjam in G ardner. (2013). “P rom oting

q I am the teacher that 100% of my students can
believe in.
q I am a connecter who fosters relationships
based on trust, respect, and empathy where
equity is fostered daily.
q I am a high expectations teacher. I challenge
my students daily and set clear examples.
q I embrace the responsibility to engage, to bring
energy and relevance to class every day.
q I am an amazing, equitable, and high-performing
teacher who builds habits for lifelong success.
q I am a successful change agent (vs. a "throw it
against the wall and see what sticks” teacher).

Staff Who Struggle with Implementation
Believe that Motivation is the Problem; it is Not.
It is a Lack of Specific Behavior Change Skills.
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To Implement a Change, Always Prevent
the “Default” Behavior w/ “Plan B” Triggers

Gollwitzer, P. M., and Sheeran, P. (2006)

How good
would you be
today if you
had only
implemented
HALF of all the
great ideas you
ever learned?

Researchers found
that “action triggers”
skyrocketed (nearly
tripled) success rates
for change from 22%
to 62%. This is NOT
theory; it is from real
world experiments.
Research shows
strong results when
just one “Plan B” is set.

62%
(3X)
22%
Success Rates

Example of Habit-Stacking: New
Habit is Triggered by Existing Habit
CUE: WALK STARTED > Calm your mind,
destress tense muscles & compliment another
CUE: EMAILS FINISHED > Take a Brief Walk
CUE: OPEN LAPTOP > Check email

Expectations

Success Set-Up

Reflection and Quick Write
What was Either New or Valuable to Me?

_____________________
Rapid Catch Up Tools

Manage
Myself

_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Implementation

_____________________
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Choose a Fresh
Start from Each of
2 Growth Steps

ACTION STEPS
I can take ASAP

q Personal (better stress regulation,
do yoga, daily affirmations, eat better,
complain less, etc.)
q Professional (answer key Qs, use
better feedback, relationship tools,
engagement and memory tools, more
cultural responsiveness, etc.)

Today, make a promise to grow
yourself. Grow daily into the best
version of you. The power of
starting new habits is amazing.

Lally, Phillippa, Jane Wardle, and Benjamin Gardner. “Experiences of habit formation: A
qualitative study.” Psychology, health & medicine 16.4 (2011): 484-489.

Decision and Action Step

My New Habit Builder

One Personal and One Professional

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

Workplace Habit-Stacking: You Have
Existing Habits; Now Add a New One

CUE: _____________> ________________
CUE: _____________> ______________
CUE: _____________> ______________

Lally, Phillippa, and Benjamin Gardner. (2013). “Promoting
habit formation.” Health Psychology Review 7,137-158.

_________________________________

Cue

Reward

____________
____________
____________

____________
____________
____________

Lally P, van Jaarsveld CHM, Potts HWW, Wardle J. (2010). How are habits formed: modelling habit
formation in the real world. Euro J Soc Psychol. 40, 998–1009.

_________________________________

Behavior
____________
____________
____________

My “Plan B” is…

Predict How Long it Will Take
You to Change or Start a Habit
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

3
10
21
10
36
84

days
days
days
weeks
weeks
weeks
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REPETITION ROCKS!

REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!

REPETITION ROCKS!

REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!

REMEMBER!

The consistent habit
(that’s better than before)
is far better than the
perfect one that you never
start or start and quit.

Every Day You Do the New
Habit, Mark It, Smile, and
Affirm, “I Got This!”

X
X
X
X

o
X
X
X

X X X
X X o
X / X
/ X X

X = Did it! / = Sort of o = Oops!
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Best FREE Resources for You to
Succeed in This Challenge
ü Choosing Core Content to Teach:

www.achievethecore.org/page/1118/coherence-map

ü Get 12 Free Equity Builder Tools:
www.jensenlearning.com/equity-resources

ü Acceleration Plan Checklists:

www.tntp.org/assets/covid-19-toolkit-resources/TNTPLearning-Acceleration-Guide-Updated-Nov-2020.pdf

5 Steps to Get You Started…
q Which item did you choose to start?
________________________________________
q Choose the action step that can become a habit.
________________________________________
q Which types of habit-builder are you using? Start
out by using the blank slides provided for each.
________________________________________
q What steps (for your habit-builder) are needed for
you to be starting the new habit tomorrow?
________________________________________
q Share ___________________________________

What Factors From Our 1st Half
Have Sky-High Impact?
q Relationships with students (4 Qs)
q Acknowledge & reduce biases
q Know your effect
q Building working memory
q Foster student agency (tools)
q Raise expectations (grade level +)
q Energizers (every 15-20 min.)
q Fostering hope daily
q Using fabulous feedback
q Implementation of action steps

WELCOME BACK!
This part of your learning may be the
most valuable. Here we go from the
‘shallow’ to the ‘deep’ end.

Thank You

for your “Part 1” time.
We start up in exactly
12 minutes for Part 2.
The best is yet to come.
See you back soon J

1st Half Rapid Catch-Up
q Goals/Expectations
q Success Set-Up
q Ensure Goals are Reached
q Managing Myself and
Implementation
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Best FREE Resources for You to
Succeed in This Challenge

Let’s Go After
These Four Tools
Again, This Time
From the
Inside Out

ü Choosing Core Content to Teach:

www.achievethecore.org/page/1118/coherence-map

ü Get 12 Free Equity Builder Tools:
www.jensenlearning.com/equity-resources

ü Acceleration Plan Checklists:

www.tntp.org/assets/covid-19-toolkit-resources/TNTPLearning-Acceleration-Guide-Updated-Nov-2020.pdf

2nd Half Rapid Catch-Up

Awareness Tools

(Removing Obstacles)

v Biases: Noticing
and being willing to
de-bias w/ humility
v Aim high: Keeping
high expectations for
every student
v Authenticity:
Practicing what you
preach

q Awareness
(biases, aiming higher, authenticity)

q “How-to” skills
(for specific tools)

q Raise chances

BIASES

Distort our
perception

(but they also
save us time!)

Benson, B. (2020). The Cognitive Bias CodeX. Humans have over 175 different cognitive biases.
Accessed at: medium.com/better-humans/cognitive-bias-cheat-sheet-55a472476b18.

AlKhars M, Evangelopoulos N, Pavur R, Kulkarni S. (2019). Cognitive biases resulting from the representativeness
heuristic in operations management: an experimental investigation. Psychol Res Behav Manag. 10, 263-276.

(for start up success)

Examples of 5 Common Biases;
There are Over 175 in All
1. Confirmation bias: tendency to see anything that
confirms what you already believe in (“Yes! This example
tells you exactly what I was saying earlier.”)
2. Blind spot bias: inability to notice weaknesses (“I would
know it if I had blind spots or those cognitive biases.”)
3. Bandwagon effect: we join what many others are doing
(“Ten other schools are doing this in our state; let’s do it!”)
4. Familiarity bias: if you have already heard of an idea
before, it is easier to dismiss ("This idea's as old as my
grandma. We've all heard it before; we should move on.")
5. Stereotype bias: judging others by their SES, gender, or
the ethnic group they are in ("That kid's like the rest of
those _________ - ________. Not a drop of motivation.")
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Jackson SA, Kleitman S, Howie P, Stankov L. (2016).Cognitive Abilities, Monitoring Confidence, and Control
Thresholds Explain Individual Differences in Heuristics and Biases. Front Psychol. 2016 Oct 13,1559.

Amazing Teachers Have Learned
to Identify, Reflect, and Improve
On Their Own Cognitive Biases
Bias: “Yeah, nobody can get those kids to grade
level.” (new contradictory evidence is shown…)
Reset: "Wow; was I ever wrong on that one. I'm
going to start a better mindset going forward."
Bias: “This job’s so stressful and it’s pretty much
impossible to discipline those kids.” (then another
teacher shows how to reduce issues w/ less stress)
Reset: ”That’s refreshing. I’ll hold up a mirror and
start lowering my own stress first.”

Arrogance Can Keep Us Stuck;
Humility Allows Us to Change
Changing your aversive biases takes 5 steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Awareness & recognition of the bias
Humility to be willing to change
Locating & learning the tools (below)
Time (5-10’) to engage in the de-biasing
Implementing the change

jensenlearning.com/equity-resources

Aim High in
Expectations?

Awareness is Just a Start…
You now have a greater
awareness of biases. You
know they can be awful
and need fixing. You (like
all of us) have many of
them. You can download a
simple tool to help de-bias
certain thoughts. It is free.
What day and time will
you do it? Your reminder?

of

EV

Y
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e
ud

!
nt

1.23 ES

jensenlearning.com/equity-resources

Kyle Was Born a Quadruple
Congenital Amputee
As a
student in
school with
disabilities,
what would
you have
expected or
predicted of
him?

Who is this guy today?
What makes him special?
Is he…?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

a motivational speaker who types 50 wpm
an athlete with weightlifting records
a mountain climber (w/ no prosthesis)
one with a pilot’s license
an author of a NY Times bestselling book
in the College Wrestling Hall of Fame
a sports humanitarian & owns a gym
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Alonzo Clemons suffered
brain damage as a result
of a fall as a child.
In school, he could not
read, write nor do math.
His IQ was 40-50. He was
unable to tie his shoes or
eat on his own.

Do You Have High Expectations?

Academic Goal for This Year:
“100% of Students Reach (or exceed) Proficiency”

Awareness Tool #3:
Knowledge is Commonplace;
Authenticity is Rare

S oloveichik, S . (1979). O dd W ay To Teach, B ut It W orks. S oviet Life M agazine, M ay, pgs.18 -21.

What goals or expectations should
a teacher have set for him? What
would you have set for him?

Results of High Expectations;
Catch-Up Tools in Math & Science
Victor S. began a 3 yr. “catch-up” class
starting with 10th graders in math and
physics. The average student GPA was C+
(2.7). At the end of the second year, the
head of the Academy of Pedagogical
Science administered a 12-hour test to his
pupils. It covered the entire secondary
school curriculum (9 th - 12th grade).
Ninety percent got As and Bs and 100% got
scholarships to advanced technical
colleges.

Which Enhances Learning Better?
No Contest! It is Retrieval Practice!

We Practice What We Preach

RP

RP

New
Learning
Study Review
Roediger HL, Karpicke JD. (2006). Test-enhanced learning: taking memory tests improves long-term retention. Psychol Sci. 17,24955. Barber SJ, Rajaram S, Marsh EJ. (2008). Fact learning: how information accuracy, delay, and repeated testing change retention
and retrieval experience. Memory. 16, 934-46. Butler AC. (2010). Repeated testing produces superior transfer of learning relative to
repeated studying. J Exp Psycho.,l Learn Mem Cogn. 36,1118-33. Roediger HL &, Butler AC. (2011). The critical role of retrieval
practice in long-term retention. Trends Cogn Sci. 15, 20-7.
173
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Use Spaced Retrieval to Lock it in
Roediger HL &, Butler AC. (2011). The critical role of retrieval
practice in long-term retention. Trends Cogn Sci. 15, 20-7.

Retrieval: Use
1-2 X/day over
multiple weeks.
That will lock it in
for a school year.
Remember this:
“You repeat it,
their brain gets
bored. They
repeat it,
learning strikes
a chord!”

Instead of 1-time
learning, show that
the learning IS
valuable to your
students with spaced
retrieval. This study
showed it is almost
4X more effective
than a 1-time effort.

AUTHENTICITY
Students, especially adolescents, become
sensitive to a teacher that says one thing, then
does another. Do your best to practice with your
students the same kinds of things you ask them
to do. Doing that is part of authenticity.

3 Awareness
Tools

Awareness Tools
v Biases: Noticing
and being willing to
de-bias w/ humility
v Aim high: Keeping
high expectations for
every student
v Authenticity:
Practicing what you
preach
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Awareness

Cognitive Tools

Reflection and Quick Write
What was Either New or Valuable to Me?

_____________________
_____________________

Rapid Catch Up Tools 2

_____________________
_____________________

Manage
Myself

Implementation

_____________________

“How-To”
Tools

7 Factors: Check These Reminders
as Used to Support Brain’s Focus
Content?
Is it relevant,
Is the time
now? Is it
chunked? Do
I have the
background
I need? Is it
challenging?
Social and
Emotional
Environment
Can I succeed?
Is it safe? Do I
belong? Am I
accepted and
validated?

Strategic Teaching Used?
Priming, Previews, Feedback, Deliberate
Practice, Retrieval Used Daily? Engaging Play?

Input Type?
Intensity,
Familiarity,
Duration, or
Complexity?

Turning Core Tools from
an Idea to a Roaring Reality

Resources?
Internet?
A partner or
the teacher?
Time to do it?
Learning Tools
Do I have a plan
for how to learn?
Do I have other
options and extra
support?

Physical
Environment
Temp, seating, noise
levels and lighting?
Are there culturally
sensitive materials?
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Arousal starts ‘physical’
Heart rate, better brain chemicals
(norepinephrine, dopamine &
cortisol)
Arousal becomes ‘availability’
Disengagement from prior task
and temporary arousal bias
to a new task

Ariga A, Lleras A. (2011) Brief and rare mental "breaks" keep you focused:
Deactivation and reactivation of task goals preempt vigilance decrements. Cognition

Accelerate
the Learning;
Focus Tools
You Can Use

Attentional Activation

q 7 Learning Factors
checklist
q Attentional bias: so that
we pay more attention
q Speed of Processing
q Meaning/Memory Making:
w/ cultural relevancy
q Chunking: Use chunks of
3-10’ with energizer break
q Use the body: gestures
and movement are ideal
q Feedback & Retrieval:
use specific, actionable
tools w/ spaced retrieval

Examples of Attentional “Hooks”
ü Compelling questions These are ones in
which over 80% will raise their hand. If you
only get 20%, reverse the question. Be
inclusive.
ü Unfinished sentences leave off the last word
of sentences (but only when the last word is
obvious) and let them say it.
ü Offers they can’t refuse “How many of you
would like to get our classwork done early and
have less homework for the weekend? If so,
raise your hand and say, ‘Yes!’”

5 Simple Hooks to Keep
Student Attention
q Use pri_______ to boost curiosity
q Add vot____ strategies to ‘up the
ante’ on predicted tasks
q Provide stor____ of success
q Balance coo________ learning,
solo, and comp_______
q Ener______s for shift in br______
chem ____ & more blo____ fl___

To Maintain Attention
ü Pre-teaching to discover student
knowledge and skill sets, priming
and add content specific study
skills
ü Shorter content blocks;
use deliberate practice with
error correction, then
energizing breaks
ü Teach self-regulation skills
(games, music, sports, reading,
mindfulness etc.)
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Use These for More Engagement
“Repeat after me…”
“Please choose the answer
and tell your partner…”
“Turn to your neighbor
and say, ‘Great effort!’”
“Raise your hand if…”
“Which answer is wrong
and why? Tell your partner.”
“Before you finish talking,
thank your partner.”
“Look on your neighbor’s
paper and if they got…”

My group
was a
study
skills
class from
2 – 3:45 pm.
Check out
the focus
states of
the kids.

Building Attentional Skills
v Fast wr____ practice
v Design, build, and use fine-motor
handiwork
v Well-coached sp______
v Extreme high-interest r_______
v Dance, theater, or playing a
m_______ in_________
v “What’s different?” activities

Can You
Find all
the Ways
These
Two Pics
are
Different?
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Can You Find 5 Differences?

To Find the Images…

CR: Dave Swenson

q Begin with fun, grade-level teasers. Get
started at https://images.google.com Simply
type in:
two pictures what’s different
q Invite students to make content-level A/B
items using the same type of images relevant
in your lesson.
q Ask students to work in small teams to create
two digital pictures that summarize the
content. They present them to other teams to
get feedback. It builds attention, meaning,
and memory skills.

(Contrast Row 1 w/ Row 1, Row 4 w/ 4: Violin sonata in G minor by Telemann)

Can You Find the Differences?
This year, more than 1 million Americans are
expected to be diagnosed with cancer,
a disease commonly believed to be
preventable. Most of us fear cancer, but under
10% of all cancers are due to heredity.
This year, more than 1 million Armenians are
expected to be misdiagnosed with a cancer,
a disease commonly believed to be
unpreventable. Most fear cancer, but under
10% of all cancers are due to heretics.

Relevant Content Applied;
Students Asking and Sharing Ideas

Attention-Keeping Strategy:
The Use of Prediction
• Predictions build curiosity and vesting.
• Greater vesting, more public vesting will
invite greater attention to the learning.
• Prediction can be on the process, outcome,
or value (impact of something).
• Students convey their predictions with
journals, hand signals, public charts, graphs,
or verbally.
• Students share it with a partner, a team, or
the class.
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Prediction Examples in Class

WORKING

Can you hold
and recall the
content in your
head (as is) for
seconds or
minutes?

Can you recall,
hold and then
MANIPULATE
the content in
your head for
seconds or
minutes?

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Reading scores
Working memory
Motivation level
Math scores
Positive attitude
Homework

Working Memory Training
Shows Gains in Learner Brains

A stle D E , B arnes JJ, B aker K , C olclough G L, & W oolrich M W . (2015). C ognitive

SHORT-TERM

Predictor of Academic Success than IQ?

training enhances intrinsic brain connectivity in childhood. J N eurosci. 22, 6277-83.

Brief Memory Types

Which School-Based Factor
(when tested at age 5) is a Greater
Alloway, T, & Alloway, R. (2010). Investigating the predictive roles of working memory
and IQ in academic attainment. Journal of Experimental Child Psychology, 106, 20-29.

Ø How to Raise the Stakes: Every student starts
class with 5 ‘Bet-coins.’ Teams track to win weekly
prediction trophy. Results are posted. Why?
Ø Current events: Predict who will oppose or
support, who said what, where, what are the
stakes.
Ø Language Arts: Predict how a character will act,
what will happen next, outcomes, story lines, etc.
Ø Science: Predict the results of an experiment, vote
on which object is lighter or faster or decomposes
quicker, or many other variables.
Ø Geography: Predictions about a characteristic of a
local or foreign locale (people, stats, resources).
Ø Math: Predict the best strategy, the likely outcome,
or more than/less than, etc.

Teach a Simple Memory Peg
System to Your Students
u This reduces the
cognitive load for
other related tasks
u It builds student
confidence
u Use 10 items for
K-5 and 20 items
for secondary
u It can be transferred to multiple subject areas
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Building Math Memory
Ø Number strings
(forward 1st,
then backward)
Ø Mental
calculations
(one or two
whole # digits)

Repeat numbers forwards,
then say them in reverse order
then from smallest to greatest

Plan Working Memory Boosters
by Subject and Modality
AUDITORY

CHOOSE

OR

?

VISUAL

MATH
SCIENCE
OR

?

LANGUAGE
ARTS

3-6
5-4
7-9
6-2

5-8
7-4
2-9
4-2

4-1
8-5

3-1
6-5

q Attentional bias:
5 hooks, compelling and
engaging Qs using
prediction w/ “bet coins,”
boost # of energizers, and
“find the differences.”

Accelerate
the Learning;
q Meaning & Memory Making
Tools You
with cultural relevancy in
Can Use
examples and pictures.
Foster short-term and working
memory.
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Awareness

Cognitive Tools

Reflection and Quick Write
What was Either New or Valuable to Me?

_____________________
_____________________

Rapid Catch Up Tools 2

Manage
Myself

_____________________
_____________________

Implementation

_____________________

Learn a Simple Skill PLUS

SPEED OF PROCESSING
Ø Start easy
Ø Quick successes
Ø Increase speed of operations
Ø Add short term memory (saving content,
word/letter for word, or sound for sound)
Ø Add working memory (saving content, word
for word, or sound for sound AND then
manipulating the content)

1
H
35
Br
80
Hg

12
Mg
8
0
7
N

82
Pb
17
Cl
79
Au

1 2
H C
6 7
C S
11 12
S C

3 4 5
S H S
8 9 10
H S H
13 14 15
H S H
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1 2
h c
6 7
c S
11 12
s c

3 4 5
S H s
8 9 10
H s H
13 14 15
H S H

1 2
h c
6 7
c S
11 12
s c

3 4 5
S H s
8 9 10
H s H
13 14 15
H S H

High Expectations in Math

S oloveichik, S . (1979). O dd W ay To Teach, B ut It W orks. S oviet Life M agazine, M ay, pgs.18 -21.

The missing ingredients in students are all teachable:
love of math, processing speed, context, reference
path sequences, memory tools, and relevance.

Which Enhances Learning Better:
1) Review or 2) Retrieval Practice?

For over 30 years,
Victor Shatalov was one
of the most extraordinary
math teachers in the world. His
students completed the curriculum
in 25% less time and scored 50%
higher than their peers.

RP
New
Learning

RP

?

Days Later

?
Study
Review
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USES

WHAT

thinking
discovery
memory/recall
test prep

whole-brain
pattern
connected ideas

Mapping
UR
AT
FE

print

color
symbols

patterns

center topic
branches
details

W
HO

ES

(topic here)

☯ ☺ personalize

Students Copy This at the Start

Daily Retrieval

7 KEYS

Yesterday’s
math topic

High Expectations, Challenge
and Choice Strategies
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

High expectations and hope: Every student can learn
and will succeed with zero doubt. Students choose
their goals. When reached, they choose again.
Students complete retrieval activity with graphic
organizers; not weekly/monthly, but daily. Never a
single day falling behind! Each day is previewed and
color coded. Students review, correct, and teach.
Global-specific: Relevance to detail, back and forth.
Students expected (and choose) to use reference
maps and clear mathematical models for thinking.
High challenge: Students get 500 home ‘offer’
problems for the entire semester on the 1st day of
school. Students choose to do them.
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Let’s Do a Quick Bias Check
v Notice any of these common biases?
v “Too time consuming for our classes.”
“That wouldn’t work with my kids.” “That’s
old school; today’s kids are different.” Or,
“Tried that; it didn’t work.”
v There are far too many who enjoy the
freedom of bias or opinion without the
required hard work of thought.

Raise My Start-Up Odds

HEALTH
Commit to a healthy lifestyle (smart eating,
activity, sleep, and stress management).
With these, you’ll have the mental, emotional,
and physical energy to be making changes.

You’d Like to Raise Your Chances
for Success as a Catch-up Artist?
q Health
q Stories
q Biases
q Identity
q Decision
q Habits
q Action

SOFT DRINKS

FEEDLOT
MEAT
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Before You Invest Body/Mind/Spirit
Time with Others, Start with Yourself
ü Hydrate daily; I use LMNT.
ü Read identity affirmations (mind).
ü Eat less sugar & carbs. Eat more
healthy fats and proteins (body).
ü 10-20 min. of destress/stretching
www.doyogawithme.com
ü Add 1 new de-stress tool per
month. Complain less, bring the
joy and find the gratitude daily!

Eating to Thrive

AlKhars M, Evangelopoulos N, Pavur R, Kulkarni S. (2019). Cognitive biases resulting from the representativeness
heuristic in operations management: an experimental investigation. Psychol Res Behav Manag. 10, 263-276.

Help us to gain context, make
meaning and sense of life

BIASES

Distort our
perception

(but they also
save us time!)

Ø “I’m sure that idea is just not for me.” (You’re
unlikely to grow with THAT identity)
Ø “Thanks, but I've already tried that.” (Have you
practiced it until you're highly effective?)
Ø “I'm just not creative. I can't do that.” (Yes, you
can; make the effort or use the strategy better)
Ø “This strategy is silly; I already teach just fine.”
(Really? Do 100% of your kids get proficiency
or 1.5+ years of annual gains?”)
Ø “It might work, but my kids got some real
problems.” (Hmmm… maybe the problems
are not with the kids)

Bentley, S. V., Peters, K., Haslam, S. A., & Greenaway, K. H. (2019). Construction at Work: Multiple Identities
Scaffold Professional Identity Development in Academia. Frontiers in psychology, 10, 628.

STORIES

Stories, Narratives, and Identities are
Correlated; Here’s the “Grab & Go…”

How to De-Bias in 10’ or Less
jensenlearning.com/equity-resources
ü Go to site above
ü Download the
“De-biasing” tool
(free)
ü Start the
process of
shifting your
biases
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D irections in P sychological S cience, 22(3), 233–238.

Forms and
confirms the basis
of our self, our
worth, and value
in our community.
We usually think
and behave to
conform with our
sense of identity.

M cA dam s D P , & M cLean K C (2013). N arrative identity. C urrent

IDENTITY

Select From These Identities Below
q I am the teacher that 100% of my students can
believe in.
q I am a connecter who fosters relationships
based on trust, respect, and empathy where
equity is fostered daily.
q I am a high expectations teacher. I challenge
my students daily and set clear examples.
q I embrace the responsibility to engage, to bring
energy and relevance to class every day.
q I am an amazing, equitable, and high-performing
teacher who builds habits for lifelong success.
q I am a successful change agent (vs. a ‘throw it
against the wall and see what sticks’ teacher).

The Identity We Have Shapes Us
Our identity is the aggregate of
our families, social media, environment, values,
experiences, stories, choices, and goals.
More importantly…

Our identity defines who we are
“This place is a perfect fit for me.”

And who we are not.

“That’s something I’d never do.”
And…our identity can be changed
Hammack PL (2008). Narrative and the cultural psychology of identity. Personality and Social Psychology Review, 12, 222–247.Adler JM,
Dunlop WL, Fivush R, Lilgendahl JP, Lodi-Smith J, McAdams DP, McLean, KC, Pasupathi, M & Syed, M (2017). Research methods for
studying narrative identity: A primer. Social Psychological and Personality Science, 8, 519–527.

Biases Engaged

Narratives &
Stories Shared
Identity is
Modified

You want more
amazing students?
Start with you.
Notice your biases
and shift them. Alter
your stories and
share better ones.
Move to a stronger,
more agile set of
better identities.
Decide and start
now.

DECIDE NOW
Clarity
is Power

Focus on fewer things that bring greater impact
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High-Performing Educators
ü Succeed well beyond “average” (as
compared to their peers)
ü Love challenges & succeed w/ less stress
ü Are successful over the long term (vs. a one
year “flash in the pan”)
ü Maintain a healthier lifestyle than do their
peers (eating, activity and emotional agility)
ü Each embraces challenges, knowing full well
they’re a role model for staff and students

Potential Obstacles in Front of You:
Making Decisions with a “Plan B”
High performing
educators are
different. To give
yourself the best
chance of
success, let’s find
out how it’s done
by the pros.

Choose a Fresh
Start from Each of
2 Growth Steps
q Personal (better stress regulation,
do yoga, daily affirmations, eat better,
complain less, etc.)
q Professional (answer key Qs, use
better feedback, relationship tools,
engagement and memory tools, more
cultural responsiveness, etc.)
Lally, Phillippa, Jane Wardle, and Benjamin Gardner. “Experiences of habit formation: A
qualitative study.” Psychology, health & medicine 16.4 (2011): 484-489.

Decision and Action Step
One Personal and One Professional

_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

HABITS

Habits are what
keep you going…

Inspiration and
motivation gets
you going…but

High-Performing Educators; Who
Are They? How Do They Do It?
They engage clarity based on high
expectations. High-performing educators
did not win the genetic lottery or get a big
bag of strengths from Santa. They are
steady. The long run wins the game. They
foster small, crucial habits far more often
and consistently than their peers. This is
their superpower; consistency.
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ACTIONS

Choose From
3 Powerful
Habit Builders
q Identity Affirmations
q C-B-R (Cue, Behavior with a
Plan B, and a Reward)
q Habit Stacking (new habit
follows existing one)
Lally, Phillippa, Jane Wardle, and Benjamin Gardner. “Experiences of habit formation: A
qualitative study.” Psychology, health & medicine 16.4 (2011): 484-489.

Start the STEPS you can take NOW.

Today, make a promise to grow
yourself. Grow daily into the best
version of you. The power of
starting new habits is amazing.

Actionable Stress Reduction Tools
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Tiny Actions (switch 1 food out/mo.)
Write it Down for Later
1 Week Rule (your time frame)
Redirect Your Attention/Move On
Burn off Energy (play/work out)
Reframe the Experience
Mindfulness / Meditation
Talk it over with a Friend / Hugs
Foster a Stronger Identity

My New Habit Builder

Cue

Reward

____________
____________
____________

____________
____________
____________

Workplace Habit-Stacking: You Have
Existing Habits; Now Add a New One

Lally, Phillippa, and Benjamin Gardner. (2013). “Promoting
habit formation.” Health Psychology Review 7,137-158.

CUE: _____________> ________________
CUE: _____________> ______________

Behavior
____________

CUE: _____________> ______________

____________
____________

My “Plan B” is…
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REPETITION ROCKS!

REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!

REPETITION ROCKS!

REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!
REPETITION ROCKS!

Every Day You Do the New
Habit, Mark It, Smile, and
Affirm, “I Got This!”
X
X
X
X

o
X
X
X

X X X
X X o
X / X
/ X X

X = Did it! / = Sort of o = Oops!

2nd Half Rapid Catch-Up
(Removing Obstacles)

q What might I be aware of (or
what might lead me to fail at
this)? How can I challenge my
assumptions?
q How (specifically) do I do that task
or strategy?
q How could I raise my chances for
start up success?

Best FREE Resources for You to
Succeed in This Challenge
ü Choosing Core Content to Teach:

www.achievethecore.org/page/1118/coherence-map

ü Get 12 Free Equity Builder Tools:
www.jensenlearning.com/equity-resources

ü Acceleration Plan Checklists:

www.tntp.org/assets/covid-19-toolkit-resources/TNTPLearning-Acceleration-Guide-Updated-Nov-2020.pdf
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5 Steps to Get You Started…
q Which item did you choose to start?
________________________________________
q Choose the action step that can become a habit.
________________________________________
q Which types of habit-builder are you using? Start
out by using the blank slides provided for each.
________________________________________
q What steps (for your habit-builder) are needed for
you to be starting the new habit tomorrow?
________________________________________

for your time
and commitment to the success
of your students
(our next generation)

q Share ___________________________________

eric@jensenlearning.com

Thank You
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